
Evolution, revolution for the progressives or decadence for the conservatives, digital 
technology has upset or improved the life of the pilgrim on the Camino de Compostela for 
several years, with tools mainly used on smartphones. Being an avowed geek myself, I 
observed that the phenomenon was further accentuated during my Via de la Plata camino 
from March to May 2022. 
 
Observation: many walkers have even given up on carrying a paper guide to supposedly 
lighten up... but by carrying an additional battery or even solar panels because GPS are 
energy-hungry. We are not close to a paradox! However, it is clear that the use of digital 
solutions is not completely clear to everyone. There are still some confusions and totally 
unsuitable choices as we will see. 
 
Geek walker, your destiny is linked to the quality of the network .... and the constraints of 
your subscription !  
 
To sum up, on the Via de la Plata pilgrims have four major concerns: getting their bearings 
when the markings become approximate, positioning themselves in this stressful no man's 
land, finding open accommodation at an affordable price (for the most part between us), 
traveling acceptable distances, then communicating with each other. All now have "special 
camino" applications and websites that can be used in or out of 4G connection. Good news: 
great, everything is free! Normal since it is a commercial offer financed mainly by the hosts 
of the path. On the other hand, some navigation Apps are said to be collaborative, in Open 
source (Mapy, OsMap, etc.). We will take a closer look at this. 
 
During this long trip on the Via de la Plata, I appreciated the good coverage of the Spanish 
4G network, even in the most desert areas. On the budget side, since the implementation of 
"roaming" at European level, we can use our national package without surcharge on the 
networks of local operators (Movistar, Vodafone, Orange, Yoigo). This therefore allows 
Europeans to free themselves from WiFi connections, finally in principle. Foreign travelers 
outside the EU have access to prepaid cards (1 to 4 GB for 9 to 15€/month). Recharging 
these cards is easily done in the many Tabaccos offices. As for Wi-Fi in hostels, pensions and 
hotels, it is neither better nor worse than in France. These are often unsecured networks, 
the speed is poor. You will therefore not be able to access certain protected sites. I had to 
re-boot exotic and capricious boxes a few times...without much success! Overall and with a 
little patience, the geek will get by. 
 
FaceBook, Instagram, WhatsApp, the Compostela era of mini-networks 
 
Via de la Plata Pilgrims Group: the reference on FaceBook. This page has been managed 
and moderated by Gerald Kelly for years. This Plata specialist has also been the author of 
paper guides for almost ten years and digital versions in PDF format or adapted to 
smartphones and finally an App: VIA. A FB page + a site (https://www.viadelaplataguide.net) 
+ an App + downloadable files for a small contribution, it is therefore a very targeted, 
diversified complete offer. It is above all a serious concept based on the experience of the 
administrator and his responsiveness. It offers here in particular regular updates of the 
accommodations. This page of course welcomes the publications of pilgrims on the way or 
having traveled it. The latter are therefore able to provide information in real time or 



almost, always under the validation and moderation of the administrator. I therefore 
remained attentive to these publications, during my logistical preparation and on my way. 
There are of course other pages on Compostela, general or specialized by route. 
 
WHATSAPP When relationships are formed on the way, the connected pilgrim now joins or 
forms a WhatsApp group, there is no escaping it! It is true that the App allows you to build a 
very efficient private and international network to communicate the latest news, share 
selfies and other photos. It's also the way to stay in touch once the group is scattered. PS. I 
remind you that WhatsApp wildly compresses your photos to speed up the flow .. and the 
posting on FaceBook! however, there are solutions to transmit or save your photos without 
degrading them. Finally, don't be surprised if some hospitaleros include you in their group. 
they are often themselves interconnected! 
 
 
APPLICATIONS for smartphones. Navigation, accommodation: profusion and confusion of 
genres. 
 
Google Maps: let it be said once and for all, NO this is not an App suitable for hiking. It is a 
commercial tool, an algorithm, based on Internet searches for hotels, restaurants, shows, 
supermarkets, etc. I therefore used Google Maps to find this type of establishment in cities 
and towns. towns. (see solutions below) 
 
Google Translate: I admit to being quite amazed by the tool. It is able to translate the menu 
for you with a simple scan! Super practical. I even came across an ultra trendy hospitalera 
who conversed in instant translation. Delirious drift, it is better to learn the basics of Spanish 
and promote a real dialogue in this beautiful country where we speak very little English or 
French. 
 
Buen Camino: No, this app is not intended to guide you on the way! It is dedicated to 
accommodation in priority. That said, the small map proposed and the compass were useful 
to me to find the albergues or hotels sometimes. Alas, Buen Camino manages little for the 
moment the Via de la Plata. You have to arrive on the camino Sanabrès to have more offers 
which unfortunately are not always updated. But the tool is rather well made and pleasant. 
 
Wise and Ninja. Here are two other apps that I've used occasionally on the Via de la Plata. 
They essentially cover the same sites. WISE is judiciously partitioned into regions, with a nice 
ergonomics and a practical OpenStreet Map cartography. It also accepts comments. Too bad 
the phone numbers are not in international format for a direct call. NINJA a very practical 
App to calculate its stages and visualize the camino on the ground (OSM too) 
 
Booking  The hotel platform is now widely relayed by most of the Compostelle specialized 
Apps which offer a direct link. I have used it several times to avoid reservation calls knowing 
that I benefit from an advantageous loyalty program. However, I urge you to contact the 
accommodation directly. Rates are often more advantageous and negotiable. 
 
 
 



STAY ON THE PATH 
 
The use of GPS occupies a prominent place on the Via de la Plata. Once you have banned 
Google Maps, you should adopt real hiking Apps, with very detailed base maps (1:25,000) 
and above all that offer the route of the camino. Gerald Kelly offers downloading of tracks in 
KML format (originally a Garmin format). The .Gpx format is now used. However, it is easy to 
convert KML to .Gpx using small utilities. These tracks are to be used on hiking Apps 
(Sitytrail, ViewRanger, Iphigénie..). I also tested my favorite App in France: Iphigénie. more 
tedious to use. And then the IGN Spain cartography is much less readable than its French 
counterpart. Foreign pilgrims have other Applications. 
 
 So I favored a great App: Mapy.Cz. The OSM cartography is largely sufficient here , it works 
offline thanks to the downloading of Spanish base maps by region and big advantage, the 
route of the Via de la Plata is already present. 
 
To learn more about digital cartography, here is the link to a small study I carried out: 
http://trekkingzone.fr/2021/06/05/geoportail-openstreetmap-google-quel-bon-fond-de- 
digital-hiking-map/ 
 
Gronze.Com   the reference website of Compostelle .  
I met several pilgrims who only used this site to plan their stages and book accommodation. 
Its assets: the perfect updating of these, a French version, sufficient geolocation (via Google 
Earth), a very practical horizontal scrolling of the steps, a very clear illustration. It includes 
real cultural information and offers a global view of all the Santiago de Compostela routes in 
Spain. Opening an account allows you to download the routes and use them offline. I have 
used it many times to retrace steps, inform me of the closing of albergues. 


